
Extreme weather leaves flamingos without food 
http://www.earthwatch.org/europe/newsroom/science/news-3-
extremeweather.html 
 
Lesser Flamingos find new paradise at Kenya's Oloidien Lake 
http://www.earthwatch.org/europe/newsroom/science/news-3-
lesserflamingos.html 
  
The pink deaths – die offs of the lesser flamingo raise concern. 
Ecologist David Harper of the University, who leads the Earthwatch 
Institute’s Lake’s of the Rift Valley Project, believes the emergence of 
cyanotoxins as well as the apparent increased vulnerability of the 
flamingo’s to disease…. 
Science. September. 140,000 
  
Extreme weather leaves flamingos hungry�Lesser flamingos 
(Phoeniconaias minor) at Lake Bogoria, Kenya, are suffering from 
malnutrition, report Earthwatch-supported scientists working there. The 
scientists are investigating the causes of recent large-scale mortality 
events, resulting in the death of thousands of lesser flamingos in Kenya 
last year and at least half a million birds during the 1990s……. 
www.physorg.com, Jan 07, 2 
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Science 22 September 2006:�Vol. 313. no. 5794, pp. 1724 - 1725�DOI: 
10.1126/science.313.5794.1724 
NEWS FOCUS 
ORNITHOLOGY:�The Pink Death: Die-Offs of the Lesser Flamingo Raise Concern 
Robert Koenig 
NAIROBI, KENYA--Researchers are investigating whether mass bird deaths are linked to 
environmental changes in East Africa's lakes. (Read more.) 

Rain may have prompted flamingo deaths 
Independent Online - Jan 5, 2007 
"In seven years of working at Lake Bogoria I have never seen lesser flamingos feeding from 
streams and puddles," team leader David Harper of Leicester ... 

Stormy time for flamingos. - Europe Intelligence Wire - AccessMyLibrary.com (Free with registration) 
All 2 related - Related web pages 

 
Fires, flamingos and foliage: The impact of global climate change 
innovations report - Dec 10, 2007 
A new think-tank is being launched at the University of Leicester bringing ... In his talk 
‘Flamingos Flying in the Face of Global Change’ Dr. David Harper ... 

Related web pages 
 

Code Pink: Extreme Weather Leaves Flamingos Hungry 
Newswise - Newswise (press release) - Jan 15, 2007 
... of flamingo mortality,” said Dr. David Harper of University of Leicester, principal 
investigator of Earthwatch’s Flamingos of the Rift Valley project. ... 

Scientists study massive flamingo die-offs. - UPI NewsTrack - AccessMyLibrary.com (Free with registration) 
All 2 related - Related web pages 
 

Lesser Flamingos Find Refuge at Kenyan Lake 
Newswise - Newswise (press release) - Nov 13, 2006 
Newswise — Lesser flamingos are surprising scientists by flocking to one of Kenya’s ... of 
the University of Leicester, reports that Lake Oloidien recently ... 

Related web pages 
 

Animal Research; Lesser flamingos find refuge at a Kenyan Lake 
Pay-Per-View - Life Science Weekly - Factiva, from Dow Jones - Dec 5, 2006 
... of the University of Leicester, reports that Lake Oloidien recently ... "Last time I looked 
there were nearly a quarter of a million flamingos there. ... 

Related web pages 
 

A Lighter Shade of Pink 
LiveScience.com - Jan 19, 2007 
... in the possible causes of flamingo mortality," said David Harper of University of Leicester, 
principal investigator of Earthwatch Institute Flamingos of ... 

Related web pages 
 

Animal Research; Lesser flamingos find refuge at a Kenyan Lake 
Pay-Per-View - Biotech Week - Factiva, from Dow Jones - Dec 6, 2006 ... of the University of 



Leicester, reports that Lake Oloidien recently ... "Last time I looked there were nearly a 
quarter of a million flamingos there. ... 

Related web pages 
 
  


